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SUNLESS.
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The perfect tan doesn’t come without
proper care before and after the
application of the solution. There
are 4 rules to follow when preparing
for a spray tan. When these 4 rules
are applied, you will experience a
smother, longer lasting tan.

Sjolie Sunless
6530 Lonetree Blvd.
Rocklin, CA 95765

A CALIFORNIA EXPERIENCE

RULE #2 DEVELOPMENT TIME
Always take the recommendation of the
technician and don’t shower too early.
Showering prior to the recommended
development time will increase the chances
of washing the solution off before the color
is fully absorbed into the skin.

RULE #3 MOISTURIZATION
Moisturization is also a crucial component

RULE #1 EXFOLIATION

when preparing for a successful spray tan.

RULE #4 USE THE RIGHT PRODUCTS

Moisturize 24 hours prior to getting a spray

The Sjolie brand prides itself on the use of

Exfoliation should be part of everyone’s

tan, especially after exfoliation. This will

health promoting and natural products that

health regimen; however, exfoliation prior to

strengthen the skin and allow for the spray

keep healthy lifestyles in mind. The brand

a spray tan is especially important. Be sure to

tan to last longer and fade evenly.

manufactures products for each of the key

use an oil free scrub to avoid residue which

Moisturization for the duration of the tan is

rules of spray tanning described in this

can lead to an uneven spray tan result.

also important.

pamphlet.

While we encourage using

healthy products of any kind, you can be
Benefits of exfoliating:

sure that using Sjolie products are not only



good for you, but your body and the

Removes dead skin cells allowing new cells
to absorb color



Smooths top layer of skin for flawless
spray tan application



Stimulates blood flow helping to promote
cell generation

environment, too.

